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- **Actors**
  - Researchers - ME!
  - Publishers
  - Administrators - Institutional Level
  - Funding Agency

- **Tasks**
  - Getting rid of multiple forms, one time - one place
  - Based on information in profile, personalized output/integration
  - Identity Proofing
  - Get on Google + Find information for a specific person, and can discover the token for an individual
  - Instant access to intellectual experts on a topic “expert finder”
  - Authoritative vetting of a work by a person
Many Usage Scenarios

• As a researcher, I have an expert finder to allow me to find experts quickly
  – Expert finder => tool that links concept with people, and give reasoning (ranked by why?)
  – Goals =>
    • Invite them to participate/collaborate
    • read/study their work
    • purpose-sensitive
• As a researcher, I have [a tool/authority/personal control] to record once - to integrate across multiple sites / platforms
  – “read once, write multiple times”
• As an institutional representative/funding agency, I have a data visualization to help me [count | compare | identify | report] faculty + works of interest
• As a publisher/funding agency, I have a concept identifier to identify new works / concepts / conflict of interest / do portfolio management in submitted work
• As a publisher, I have an author identifier (unique, attribution) to link to the author profile & to clean database & create personalized experience
Pick and Detail one Usage Scenario

- Who
- What
- When
- Where
- Why?